
FINDING OUT ABOUT
THE CULTURAL PROGRAM

PHASE PRE-PROGRAM DURING-PROGRAM POST-PROGRAM
DEVELOPING + 
SUBMITTING APPLICATION

GOING THROUGH
SELECTION PROCESS

SELECTED TO 
PARTICIPATE

PRODUCING + DELIVERING
THE PROJECT IMPACT

Have you heard of or participated in any of these cultural programs or events?
How did you hear about the cultural programs?       

(Select all that apply): City of Toronto and/or Toronto Arts Council/Foundation 
website/social media; arts organization newsletter; word of mouth; flyer; other.

How was your overall experience in this program?
What are the cultural programs’ strengths?
What are the cultural programs challenges?
What are the cultural programs opportunities?
Anything else you’d like to tell us?

ACTIONS

- Researching 
- Deciding to apply
- Connecting with partners
- Conceptualizing project
- Seeking out grant writing  

information + skills
- Writing proposal

• Consider translating program information into various languages.
• Consider additional opportunities to enhance access and the inclusion of local 

artists in cultural programs’ vicinities.

Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs? 
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs?
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs.
What are the cultural programs’ strengths?
What are the cultural programs challenges?
What are the cultural programs opportunities?
Anything else you’d like to tell us?

• Simplify program information (general program information and applications).
• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for artists + cultural producers to reference during 

processes – includes program information and program expectations of artists 
+ cultural producers/role.

• Develop application ‘Case Studies’ for artists + cultural producers to reference during application processes.
• Enhance programming quantity opportunities for equity-seeking artists + cultural producers (i.e., Indigenous placemaking).
• Ableism, Racism and Discrimination were noted in various ways throughout task. Need to address oppression – perhaps an anti-o workshop series?    

 Other anti-o opportunities?

Through this program(s), with whom have you developed a new relationship? 
Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs? 

Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

Through this program(s), with whom have you developed a new relationship?  
Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs? 
Did you/your organizations provide any mentorship/support to others through this program(s). 
If yes, how many mentees participated and what was the mentorship focus (e.g. artistic skills, management/administration, etc.). 
By participating in the programs did you/your organization receive any money? 
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us?

• Simplify permitting experience for participating artists + cultural producers.
• Address permitting Indigenous communities using land
• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for artists + cultural producers to reference during program production + delivery (How to 

engage local community; Tips for working with Partners; FAQs; important numbers; etc.).
• Consider lessening artists’ marketing and outreach responsibilities.
• Ableism, Racism and Discrimination were noted in various ways throughout task. Need to address artists + cultural 

producers’ experiences.

If you received mentorship, how has the mentorship/support impacted your arts and culture career/organization? 
If your provided mentorship, how did providing mentorship impact your arts and culture career/organization? 
Through this program(s), have you developed a new relationships? With whom? 
As a result of this program, I now have (select all that apply): expanded audiences; access to new physical spaces; enhanced 

brand recognition Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

• Consider repeat funding for artists + cultural producers and specific locations.
• Enhance the cultural program storytelling and networking between participating artists + cultural producers across 

the five (5) cultural programs (i.e., existing Symposium opportunity).
• Increase funding to cultural programs.

TASK

EVALUATION OF FIVE 
CITY OF TORONTO + 
TORONTO ARTS 
COUNCIL CULTURAL 
PROGRAMS

- Interacting with City of Toronto + 
   Toronto Arts Council
- Interacting with community
- Developing relationships

- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council
- Responding to requests for more information

- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council
- Negotiating and signing funding agreements 

- Creating art
- Developing relationships 
- Formalizing partnerships 
- Organizing logistics (space, materials, volunteers)
- Promoting the project
- Interacting with the City + Toronto Arts Council/partners/public/participants

- Follow up reporting
- Creating a legacy piece or project archive 
- Evaluation
- Sharing findings with partners
- Maintaining relationships
- Planning future projects
- Interacting with the City + Toronto Arts Council/partners/public/participants

- Learning about cultural program(s)
- Requesting more information
- Budgeting
- Scheduling
- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council
- Considering application process

KEY
 IMPROVEMENTS

QUESTIONS WE
SEEK TO ANSWER

Image from the “Quiet Concerts” 
series performed by Jason Doell and 
Xuan Ye (2017) Organized by Artist in 
Residency Christopher Willes

Photograph by Claire Harvie

EXPERIENCED 
ARTISTS
ARTISTS AND CULTURAL PRODUCERS 
WITH EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE 
APPLYING FOR/RECEIVING GRANTS 
AND DEVELOPING COMMUNITY 
ENGAGED PROGRAMMING

D

EMERGING 
ARTISTS
ARTISTS AND CULTURAL PRODUCERS 
WITH LESS EXPERIENCE RUNNING 
PROGRAMS (MAY HAVE SMALLER 
EXISTING AUDIENCES)

A

B

LOCAL
ARTISTS
ARTISTS AND CULTURAL PRODUCERS 
WHO HAVE A STRONG INTEREST IN 
CREATING ART FOR, OR WITH, THEIR 
LOCAL COMMUNITY 

They learn
about programs
through public
advertisements

They are 
already aware
of programs

Lack of
funding requires

partnerships

Program
information
provided
is unclear

Apply because
budget not

required (seen as
incentive)

Collaboration
with partners is

difficult

 Lack of 
funding 

results in poor 
quality 

programming 

Transit
accessibility 

affects attendance

They experience
racism,

discrimination
and ableism

Marketing 
support is

insufficient, 
not distributed
properly and 

untimely

Racialized 
artists feel

discriminated 
against 

Need for
more feedback
on submission 

Selected projects 
do not reflect 

criteria

City
Councillors 
have too 

much power
 Juries are
not diverse

enough

They use their 
funding for 

permits + fees

Permit
process is easier

in certain 
locations

They enjoy repeat 
funding/programs

There is
too much

staff support

Partners are 
helpful

Some venues are
welcoming of arts 

programming 
(others not)

There
is a lack of
skill sharing

There is a lack of
funding/resources

Permitting process
is challenging,
time consuming

+ costly

Participants
experience strong 

sense of 
belonging 

There is a
broader need
to focus on

equity 

There is a
broader need
to focus on

equity There is a
broader need
to focus on

equity 

There is a
broader need
to focus on

equity 

There is a
broader need
to focus on

equity 

Experienced
artists/those

previously selected
are favoured

 Support
by staff at all stages

of the process

 Support
by staff at all stages

of the process

 Support
by staff at all stages

of the process

 Support
by staff at all stages

of the process

They enjoy project
delivery to new 
audiences + feel

positive about public
support

They enjoy delivering
free and accessible

programming/
public art

 

Additional
staff support
is needed

Need for 
increased

Indigenous 
programming

Accessible
art experiences

 in new locations, 
in local communities
outside downtown

They learn about
programs as they seek

funding for arts
programming in local 

neighbourhood

Art and cultural
program types are
limited - focus on 
‘community art’

Juries can
be biased

The lack of
repeat funding is

unsustainable

There is a lack of 
communication

New
relationships
+ expanded

networks

Tension between 
self expression
+ community
programming

Public
outreach is
successful

Outreach support
could be improved

Application process
is difficult

“Enjoy engaging seniors”

“We worked in Scarborough 
and had an easier time with 

permitting.”

“Outreach support was 
lacking as well as 

connecting artists to 
local community 

champions.”

“It has been very helpful being a part 
of the program with regards to 

promotions, spreading the word and 
providing amazing volunteers to help.”

“It reaches people who normally 
don’t go out to our theatre 

productions or travel far enough 
to take part in our... activities...”

“It has helped keep our organization
financially stable by providing new revenue

streams from the usual project funding model.”

“In my projects I’m often looking back in 
time and the historic sites provide an 

interesting venue and context for projects. I 
would love to participate again and do 

something larger.”

“I met many people who work in arts 
and culture organizations and I 
developed new networks and 

connections.”

“Our informal poll revealed most 
participants had never used the 
community centre before this 

program.”

“Prioritize the activation of Indigenous sites 
or sites important for diverse communities.” 

“Currently, the sites involved all have a 
prevailing white settler narrative.” 

“Some grants are too small and  basically only cover 
admin costs.”

“Project budget was not feasible - I had to fundraise.”

“It definitely looks good to receive funding but in the 
end it was not worth it for us - we won’t do again.”

“Funding should not be used to 
pay for permits or site accessories 

like port-a-potties, water, etc.”

 “Not enough formal promotion of 
events outside the core. There is a class 

divide in communication.”

“I love the attention paid through 
Cultural Hotspot to taking sure creative 

programs are promoted evenly 
throughout the city.”

There is a 
disconnect from

local community + 
context

They benefit
from the 

project partnership

“Projects selected are Instragram 
friendly choices”

“What’s selected is ‘safe’, colourful, 
patterned art based on what is 

‘popular.’” 

“I worry there isn’t a lot of follow 
through...Community members ask, 

‘will you do this again next 
year?’...Uncertain what else is being 
done on a systemic level to maintain 

continuity.”

“Downside is inability for 
Artists to reapply the 
following year, which 

makes sustaining local 
activities di�cult.”

“It was the strong partnership 
that helped us achieve our goals.”

“Artists are jettisoned into the 
community and they don’t 

know where the resources are.”

“I witnessed uncomfortable interactions 
with black youth and white security guards. 
I felt uneasy about activating a space that 

people of colour felt unsafe in.”

“Permitting success is often dependent on the 
branch or park person in charge...” 

“Parks permitting has a lot of red tape and 
some people just give up because of it.”

“Police profile people 
of colour in parks.”

“[Park sta�] have asked artists
and local people to leave parks.”

“Black muralists feel they are treated di�erently 
in di�erent parts of city. For example, Roncy 
won’t be interested in having me do a mural 

because  they are a di�erent culture. There is no 
“Toronto” culture, we are not unified.”

“Applying artist must understand 
the context of the neighbourhood 
without compensation... It’s on the 

back of the artists”

“I was told by other artists 
that I shouldn’t apply because 

my art is too experimental.” 

“Last year, I wasn’t experienced in leading a project at 
that scale so [sta�] helped connect me with an 
organization for writing the grant, the budget, 

connecting me to a group that then connected me to a 
partner...It gave me confidence that I can do this.”

“I felt this residency was one of 
the most  exciting things I’ve 

ever done. But there is a tension 
between it being a residency and 

it also being programming.”

“I only do art in my neighbourhood. I 
can’t imagine how artists parachute 
into other communities...they may 

lack passion and drive and struggle 
to connect.”

“Personnel from the same 
organization as an artist or arts 

company applying should not be on 
the deciding panel. Need a more 

diverse jury. The process is unfair. “ 

“Clay & Paper Theatre wanted to bring in a shipping container but 
the Parks Department refused because it would kill the grass.”

“Lakeshore Arts was able to smooth things over with Parks 
Department because they are more familiar with each other.”

“There are too many small 
grants, which impacts the 
quality of programming 

outcomes.””

“There is a lack of 
interest in being an 

exclusive funder. Funded 
projects have other 
sources of funding.” 

“Grants are too small... 
You need to find other 

partners to make it 
fiscally possible.”

Funding is
impactful

ARTISTS AND 
CULTURAL PRODUCERS 
INDICATE:

Need for 
increased

Indigenous 
programming

Need for 
increased

Indigenous 
programming

ARTISTS + 
CULTURAL PRODUCERS



How does your program fit with strategic priorities and long-term planning goals?
Are program objectives clear? 
How could current partnerships be enhanced?
Please describe your overall experience.

• Continue to innovate outreach methods for reaching new cultural program audiences.
• Enhance cultural policy.
• Enhance digital marketing.

What impact do evolving broader policy directions have on program delivery?
Please describe your overall experience.

• Enhance programming of equity-seeking Artists + Cultural  
Producers.

• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for all stakeholders (Artists +   
Cultural Producers; Partners; The Public) to reference during 
programs – include program information; program. 
expectations/roles; cross-program promotions; FAQs; etc.

• Consider o�ering community engagement and outreach training 
for participants.

Are program objectives clear? 
Please describe your overall experience.

What is your program’s overall impact? Consider the impact on residents, neighbourhoods, artists and partners.
How can you tell if program is successful?
Please describe your experience with overall program impact.

• Consider developing baseline art and culture programming metrics for tracking and evaluation.KEY
 IMPROVEMENTS

QUESTIONS WE
SEEK TO ANSWER

• Enhance opportunities for Artists + Cultural Producers, Partners 
and communities to network and build relationships. Consider 
an annual gathering, exhibition, celebration, etc. of all five (5) 
cultural programs’ participants (Artists + Cultural Producers; 
Partners; Volunteers).

• Provide sta� access to enhanced digital tools.
• Enhance training opportunities (i.e., anti-oppression training).

Strategic
marketing and

outreach contributes
to a strong City

brand

Arts and cultural
experiences help
to tell important

stories.

Equity should be a
priority during

selection

Program objectives
are clear

Funding is complex
due to yearly budget

negotiations and
provincial + federal

relationships

Programs
respond to needs
and interests of

the public

Programs respond
to needs and interests
of artists + cultural

producers

They manage
and implement new 

investments and create
new opportunities for

artists and arts
organizations

Strong cultural
policy is lacking

There is a 
lack of digital

marketing

Equity is a priority
- Focus should be

on reaching new and
diverse audiences

Arts and Cultural 
programs provide:

Reduce barriers
to spaces

There is a need to
reduce costs to deliver

arts and cultural
programming

There is a lack of
evaluation that measures

success of program
objectives

There is 
political influence

in process

A lack of training 
(i.e. anti-oppression)

Arts and Cultural programs provide:

The public
with opportunity
to develop new

relationships and
enhance social

cohesionArtists + cultural
producers’ insufficiently 

research sites and 
local neighbourhood 

A tension can
 emerge between 

artist self expression
and programming 

objectives

Procurement
processes are
challenging

Staff lack
digital 

resources

Staffing
challenges exist
(i.e., funding,

volume)

Program objectives
and applications
may lack clarity

Diverse
audiences with new

experiences and access
to new ideas and

art making

Accessible public
art experiences

 in new locations,
outside downtown

RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES (INCLUDING 
STAFFING, VENUES, PROCUREMENT, ETC.)

STRATEGIC 
PLANNING
IDENTIFICATION OF GOALS, 
DIRECTIONS, IMPLEMENTATION 
AND EVALUATION

A

COMMUNICATIONS
CLEAR OBJECTIVES, MESSAGE AND 
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN 
PROGRAM AND ARTISTS, CULTURAL 
PRODUCERS AND OTHER 
STAKEHOLDERS

D

“Funding should not 
be used to pay for City 
permits or raise funds.”

“Create opportunities for artists and organizations 
to gain experience and play leadership roles.”

“Funding can help build artists careers.”

“Artists learn new skills due to exposure to new 
spaces and audiences.”

“[Arts and Cultural 
programs]...provide artists with 

meaningful opportunities to 
explore their art forms, build 

relationships, create new works 
and develop new audiences.” 

Capacity building
through funding,
mentorship +
employment

Artists + cultural
producers with
opportunities to

experiment + engage
new audiences

Youth
capacity building
opportunities 

“[Arts and Cultural programs] contribute 
to community cohesion by tapping into 
highly developed social infrastructure in 

neighbourhoods and making broader 
connections through arts programming.”

“Reports show success...need more 
time/sta� to deeply evaluate impact 

of programs and marketing.”

“Through evaluation and discussion 
of priorities we try to keep all 

programs flexible, dynamic and 
responsive to changing policies.”

“Equity framework has had a positive 
impact on [arts and cultural programs].”

“Equity policy is constantly being 
adapted...as we attend to emerging 

issues and lived experiences.” 

“[Arts and Cultural Programs 
result in] new ways to look at 

‘traditional’ art forms and 
presentation.”

“[The Arts and Cultural Programs] 
bring seniors into community 

settings...demographics typically 
not engaged”

“Cultural 
programs provide 

access to free 
programming.”

“Cultural programs 
need to illustrate 

that programs 
work well across 

divisions.”

“Sta� are missing digital 
tools, like the right 

typefaces and adobe 
creative suite that are 

necessary for marketing.”

“There is a need to weigh out policy 
objectives versus Councillor’s objectives.”

“Some programs are the Councillor’s priority.”

“Hard to provide additional support 
for those in need of help.”

“Application processes need to be 
simpler.”

“There is a tension between artist 
autonomy, desire for accessible art and 

community engagement”

“Partnership relationships can a�ect 
curatorial/artistic decisions... 

‘Prescriptive’ programming is an issue.”

“Important to remove 
barriers to participation.”

“A new culture plan should address the crisis of 
a�ordability (both living, working and 

presenting arts) and processes of gentrification 
and displacement that are deeply impacting 

cultural producers in Toronto.”

 

“Broader policy directions are essential 
to achieve equity, access and 

redistribute resources.”

“Responsive to evolving equity and 
accessibility issues and best practices.”

“[Arts and Cultural programs] reduce barriers to 
public space for artists and communities by 

providing free arts programming and opportunities 
for creative engagement in neighbourhoods lacking 

in cultural infrastructure and arts programming.”

“[Arts and Cultural 
programs] make 

communities even more 
enjoyable places to live.”

“[Arts and Cultural programs] 
reduce barriers to public 
space for both artists and 
communities and provides 
opportunities for creative 

collaborations.”

“[Arts and Cultural programs] 
build artists and arts 

organizations’ capacities, increase 
networks and provide opportunity 

to work with new publics and 
communities.”

“Cultural programs are an 
expression of history, place 

and diverse stories.”

“The cultural programs attract 
tourists and interest through 
vibrancy that amplifies the 

local character and drives the 
local economy.”

“Cultural programs reinforce the 
perception of Toronto as a global 

centre of creativity and innovation.”

C

Strong internal 
partnerships exist 
between City, TAC

and external 
partners

Arts and Cultural programs provide:

Arts and Cultural programs provide:

Image from “Alias Dance Project” 
at Todmorden Mills (2017) 
Choreographed by Hanna Kiel

Photo by Dave McKay

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

PRE-PROGRAM DURING-PROGRAM POST-PROGRAM
BEST PRACTICES POLICY OBJECTIVES REVIEW + 
SUPPORTING PROGRAM STAFF OVERSEEING THE PROGRAM IMPACT

MANAGERS

- Stay abreast of policy directions + participate in policy discussions
- Advocate for cultural programs
- Feed into program development
- Oversee cultural program activities
- Help adjust the cultural programs’ course as required

- Determine program objectives
- Plan + budget for cultural program activities to accomplish City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council priorities
- Oversee program development

- Stay abreast of policy directions + participate in policy discussions
- Advocate for cultural programs
- Feed into program development
- Train/coach sta�
- Oversee cultural program activities
- Help adjust the cultural programs’ course as required

- Oversee cultural program activities
- Help adjust the cultural programs’ course as required
 
 
 
 

EVALUATION OF FIVE 
CITY OF TORONTO + 
TORONTO ARTS 
COUNCIL CULTURAL 
PROGRAMS

PHASE

ACTIONS

TASK

MANAGERS 
INDICATE:



KEY
 IMPROVEMENTS

QUESTIONS WE
SEEK TO ANSWER

New relationships are developed with:

Financial impact:

Programs support
emerging + equity
seeking artist and 
cultural producers

There is 
collaboration with
artists, cultural

producers + other 
partners

They are stepping
in as project
managers

The 
need to be flexible 

when working 
with Artists + 

Cultural Producers

 There is a lack 
of clearly 
define roles

 Artists + cultural
producers don’t

know about
the programs

Perceive
lack of diverse
applicants +
applications

Marketing +
communications

should be
City + TAC staff
responsibility

Sense
collaboration

is lacking
with funders

 Email 
newsletter

 City and/or 
Toronto Arts 

Council website

Social
media

 Word of 
mouth

 A printed 
source

They receive
funding

through various
funders/grants

Identifies
communication

with staff
is lacking

Sense that
application process 

is challenging

Think the
selection process is

not transparent

Access to new
physical spaces for

programming

Their brand
visibility is
increased

Few 
completed 

programs with 
more than $100 

left over

Some
lost money
to provide

programming

Some 
completed

programs with 
$0-$100 
left over

No new 
audiences
engaged

No new
access to physical

 spaces for
programming

The programs provide 
quality programming 

in neighborhoods 
that might otherwise 

not participate

The
programs provide 

community 
benefits

The overall program
experience is good 

They 
feel supported

by staff

Marketing +
outreach is onerous

and additional
support is requiredThe amount of time

to plan/deliver 
projects is insufficient

Challenges 
with venues/logistics
(i.e., storage, weather,
construction, permits,
noise exemptions)

There is not enough
staff for work

volume (therefore, 
support is lacking)

A variety
of art forms
are engaged

Feel program
information +
expectations
are unclear

Perceive funding
to be insufficient

There is a lack of
communication

Lack of trust
+ creative control

Networks
have expanded

New audiences
were engaged

Communication
and outreach 
is effective

Appreciation for
diversity in the

programs 

Marketing resources
are useful

Other arts
organizations

Non-profit 
organizations 

Funders Private sector

Artists

Increased
confidence

Professional
skills are developed

Programs
engage +

benefit youth 

MANAGERS OF
PHYSICAL SPACE;
PROGRAMS
PARTNERS RESPONSIBLE FOR A PHYSICAL 
SPACE OR PROGRAM AND HAVE BEEN 
CONNECTED (BY THE CITY OR THE 
TORONTO ARTS COUNCIL) WITH ARTISTS + 
CULTURAL PRODUCERS

A

PARTNERS (ART COLLECTIVES, 
NON-PROFITS, BIAS ETC.) WHO APPLY FOR 
FUNDING AND ARE ASSISTING ARTISTS + 
CULTURAL PRODUCERS WITH PROJECTS

SUPPORT 
ORGANIZATIONS

B

“The face to face meetings 
really brought out good 

discussion - rather than email 
streaming.”

“We really appreciate the 
[sta�] putting us in touch with 

a partner and a local 
community leader.”

“I also find that I’m in an area 
that has even more barriers to 
good programs because we 

are low income - but this 
brought quality programming “

“[The program] expands what 
is possible in public spaces.” 

“[The program]...builds 
stronger cultural 

cohesion and greater 
community connections 

across our city.”

“[Sta�] were always open to 
talking and seeing what 

worked better to adjust the 
program-to try to 

incorporate di�erent ideas 
from both sides.”

“They really understood 
community - really supported 
the ideas I had about outreach 
and what we needed to do to 

make it successful.”

“It was a good, diverse group of 
people involved- di�erent 

people in the artistic community 
and working in the community in 
other ways - a business owner, [a 

community organization] ...”

“The value of the printed guide 
and the things they did on social 
media - all of that promotion was 

really valuable”

  
“There’s a level of trust that’s 

needed...Every artist has their own 
style, their own way of working, their 

own use of materials-We were 
advised this was something to be 

cognizant about.”

“Keep us more in the loop...we 
had 6 sta� assigned to the event 
and we only found out what we 
would be doing a day before!”

“Parks are in high demand-it’s di�cult 
to schedule on desired dates” 

“We had di�ering views of how to run or 
manage it - di�erent types of knowledge 

around community”

“I frankly found that the way it was 
implemented was almost micromanaging, in 

some cases”

“[Funder] really does try to take credit - it’s 
fairly well known in our world.”

“If we could feel more 
integrated, we would feel 
more ownership and take 

opportunities to really 
promote it and buy into it.”

“Pay artists more than minimum wage.” 

“Sometimes we are the secondary funder.”

“I often had to use my own money.”

  
“There is a shortage of 

resources in the nonprofit 
sector. Programs like these act 
as bloodlines to communities 

and to the work we do.” 

  
“More funding should be 

provided to fewer projects 
to improve the quality [of 
projects/programming].” 

“I’m not speaking English as a first 
language, and I know my 

application wouldn’t be the best 
in terms of English writing, and I 

found it not very hard - not saying 
easy - but do-able and reachable.”

“I received help to apply to a 
grant, to budget and connect to a 

community partner.” 

“We set up committee with BIA 
and locals prior to application.”

“We worked with a local artist 
and employed an artist as a 

coordinator.”

“I leveraged my existing 
partnerships and projects” 

“I’m running an organization where lots of 
people are asking me to do cultural 

programming for them - mostly 55, 65 
and up - and they ask me, why are you 

not doing anything for us? Why is 
everything for youth?”

“Seniors’ organizations should be invited 
to participate.”

“ I think the process needs 
to be simplified.” 

“Giving info sessions to applicants 
ahead of applying - and to recipients - 

it gives them a real heads up.”

“ [Artists + Cultural Producers] 
have wonderful plans and 

dreams - but they can 
experience problems with 

applications due to language 
barriers and computer skills.”

“There was a perceived notion of the 
‘right’ art that was supposed to win or 
be selected - and it really didn’t benefit 

the conversation because it wasn’t 
keeping things open for exploration...”

“Many of the same groups receive funding 
every year - switch it up!” 

“I’ve been told, ‘Here’s a project -do you want 
to run it?’ This seems strange. We did three 

[projects] like that - all great projects. We were 
happy to do them - but I ask, is this fair? 

Should I really do this?”

“Need to improve 
communication between 
sta� and artists to ensure 

expectations are met.” 

City of Toronto
website

They learned about programs from:
Participants perceive that they

develop relationships with:

PARTNERS

PARTNERS 
INDICATE:

FINDING OUT ABOUT
THE CULTURAL PROGRAM

FORMALIZING PARTNERSHIP, DEVELOPING 
+ SUBMITTING APPLICATION

SELECTED TO PARTICIPATE 

Have you heard of or participated in any of these cultural programs or events?
How did you hear about the cultural programs? (Select all that apply): City of Toronto and/or Toronto Arts 

Council/Foundation website/social media; arts organization newsletter; word of mouth; flyer; other.
How was your overall experience in this program?
What are the cultural programs’ strengths?
What are the cultural programs challenges?
What are the cultural programs opportunities?
Anything else you’d like to tell us?

• Continue to innovate outreach methods for reaching new cultural program users.

Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs? 
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

• Develop ‘Case Studies’ for Partners to reference during application processes.
• Simplify program information (general program information and applications).
• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits/Terms of Reference for Partners to reference during processes – 

includes program information and program expectations of Partners /role.

Through this program(s), with whom have you developed a new relationship? 
Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs? 
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for Partners to reference during processes – includes program information 
and program expectations of Partners/role.

Through this program(s), with whom have you developed a new relationship?  
Did you/your organization receive any mentorship/support through the programs? 
Did you/your organizations provide any mentorship/support to others through this program(s). If yes, how 

many mentees participated and what was the mentorship focus (e.g. artistic skills, 
management/administration, etc.). 

By participating in the programs did you/your organization receive any money? 
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs‘ challenges? 
What are the cultural programs’ opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for Partners to reference during program production + delivery (Tips for working with 
Artists + Cultural Producers; FAQs; important numbers; program expectations of Partners/role; etc.).

• Enhance communication opportunities with Sta� and Artists + Cultural Producers.
• Consider lessening Partners’ marketing and outreach responsibilities.
• Consider increasing programming timelines.

If you received mentorship, how has the mentorship/support impacted your arts and culture career/organization? 
If your provided mentorship, how did providing mentorship impact your arts and culture career/organization? 
Through this program(s), have you developed a new relationships? With whom? 
As a result of this program, I now have (select all that apply): expanded audiences; access to new physical spaces; 

enhanced brand recognition. 
Please describe your experiences with the cultural programs. 
What are the cultural programs’ strengths? 
What are the cultural programs challenges? 
What are the cultural programs opportunities? 
Anything else you’d like to tell us? 

DURING-PROGRAM
PRODUCING + DELIVERING
THE PROJECT

POST-PROGRAM
IMPACT

- Learning about cultural program(s)
- Requesting more information
- Increasing awareness of arts advocacy 
- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council
- Considering application process

- Interacting with artists + cultural producers 
- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council
- Negotiating agreements 
 
 
 

- Interacting with artists + cultural producers 
- Developing relationships 
- Supporting project production + delivery
- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council

- Interacting with artists + cultural producers 
- Developing relationships 
- Follow up reporting/evaluation
- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council

- Interacting with artists + cultural producers 
- Developing relationships 
- Agreeing to partnership
- Supporting a project application
- Interacting with City of Toronto + Toronto Arts Council

PRE-PROGRAMPHASE

ACTIONS

TASK

EVALUATION OF FIVE 
CITY OF TORONTO + 
TORONTO ARTS 
COUNCIL CULTURAL 
PROGRAMS

Image from Lua Shayenne at 
Flemingdon Park (2016) 

Photo by Sean Howard
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Because close
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Engaging
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Making
neighbourhoods
more beautiful

“I am a newcomer to Canada and just 
arrived last week in Toronto. I went to 

the library and saw a flyer for this event. 
I’m very happy to be here.”

“I spend a lot of time in Scarborough caring 
for my mother. I needed something for my 
son to do during the summer and I found 

out and sent him to the program.”

“Gives members of the community 
opportunity to express themselves”

“Brings people together out 
in the open nature.”

“Culturally diverse and artistic 
and family friendly”

“Because it’s great to take 
part in cultural activities right 

near to home”

“I didn’t know what bus stop 
to get o� at.”

“There were not enough 
chairs.”

ART SEEKER
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC WHO SEEK OUT 
ART AND CULTURAL EXPERIENCES 
BECAUSE THEY ARE AN ARTIST, CULTURAL 
PRODUCER OR A PATRON OF THE ARTS 
ATTENDS ART AND CULTURAL EVENTS 
WITHIN THEIR COMMUNITY BUT ALSO 
WILLING TO VENTURE OUTSIDE OF THEIR 
COMMUNITIES  

A

MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC MOST LIKELY TO 
ATTEND ART AND CULTURAL EVENTS IF 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OR WITHIN THEIR 
COMMUNITY; EITHER AS A PASSERBY OR AN 
ACTIVE COMMUNITY MEMBER 

LOCAL 
COMMUNITY 
MEMBER

B

Decides to
participate:

They learned about programs from:

Decides to participate:

Decides to participate:
Enjoys experience because:

Participants perceive that programs benefit themselves by:

Participants indicate that programs benefit themselves because they:

Overall, the public’s experiences are: 

They learned about programs from:

They learned about programs from:

“It was a really fun experience 
and a way to learn my creative 
potential and meet a lot of new 

creative young artists.”

“It is making me reflect on 
some personal matters and 

giving me alternative views.” 

“The arts are great for building self 
esteem. Drama is excellent for developing 

public speaking skills. New media 
develops computer skills. This arts 

programming is keeping with the times.”

 “Culturally diverse, artistic 
and family friendly.”

“It gave my daughters a chance to 
experience and learn about 
di�erent areas of Toronto.”

“It’s great to take part in cultural 
activities right near to home”

“(The cultural programs) enhance your artistic 
aspect that I believe everyone has.”

“Facilitators engaged the children in ways that 
were positive, proactive, encouraging and friendly.”

“It was interesting and fun to 
go to with my friends.”

“Two older adults came strolling by and asked if 
the art was going to be permanent. They said 
they hoped it would be because they liked it.”

PUBLIC

PUBLIC 
INDICATE:

KEY
 IMPROVEMENTS

QUESTIONS WE
SEEK TO ANSWER

FINDING OUT ABOUT THE CULTURAL PROGRAM DECIDING TO PARTICIPATE AND/OR ATTEND 

DURING-PROGRAM
EXPERIENCING/PARTICIPATING 
IN THE PROJECT 

POST-PROGRAM
IMPACT

- Hears about the cultural program
- Searches for more information about the cultural program
- Shares information on the cultural program with friends and family

- Considers participating/attending
- Checks schedules
- Encourages others to attend 

- Finds program location information
- Arranges transportation to cultural program
- Arrives at location and uses wayfinding to arrive at cultural program site
- Learns about cultural program and how to participate
- Asks questions

- Requests/receives accommodations 
- Contributes and/or experiences art
- Speaks with artists and other participants/community members
- Learns about other cultural programs and events

- Attends/participates in future cultural programs
- Shares their experience with others
- Enhances community relationships
- Connects to arts and cultural organizations 

PRE-PROGRAMPHASE

ACTIONS

TASK

EVALUATION OF FIVE 
CITY OF TORONTO + 
TORONTO ARTS 
COUNCIL CULTURAL 
PROGRAMS

Have you heard of or participated in any of the(se) program(s) or event(s)? 
How did you hear about the(se) program(s) or event(s)?

• Continue to innovate outreach methods for reaching new cultural program publics.

Did you have any di�culty/barriers participating in these arts/cultural programs?
How was your overall experience in this program?
Why did you participate today?

Did you have any di�culty/barriers participating in these arts/cultural programs?
How was your overall experience in this program?

• Increase cross promotional opportunities to encourage participants to experience other cultural programs.

How was your overall experience in this program?
Did you have any di�culty/barriers participating in these arts/cultural programs?
Through this program, I: 
   (Select all that apply) was exposed to new ideas; felt inspired; connected with new 

people; learned about another culture; felt proud to live in Toronto; expressed my 
creative side; was entertained; had a spiritual experience

Why did you participate today?

• Develop marketing tools (postcard, flyer, etc.) that include ALL of the cultural programs to cross promote and include tips for engaging with art experiences in neighbourhoods + 
citywide; city/art FAQs; important information; etc.).

• Develop marketing relationships with large partners (i.e. Nuit Blanche) to cross promote.
• Co-host volunteer thank you party for connecting with other programs and people from across the city.

Have you heard of or participated in any of these cultural programs or events?
How did you hear about the cultural programs?
 (Select all that apply): City of Toronto and/or Toronto Arts Council/Foundation website/social media; arts organization newsletter; word of mouth; flyer; other.
How was your overall experience in this program?
What are the cultural programs’ strengths?
What are the cultural programs challenges?
What are the cultural programs opportunities?
Anything else you’d like to tell us?

• Consider translating program information into various languages.
• Consider additional opportunities to enhance access and the inclusion of local artists in cultural programs’ vicinities.

Image from “Underpass Project” 
by Nick Sweetman (2018) 

Photo by Katherine Fleitas



Please describe your experience?  
What’s helping/challenging your work?  
Are program activities being implemented as planned?  
What would you need to improve program delivery?  

Please describe your experience? 
What’s helping/challenging your work? 
Are program activities being implemented as planned? 
What would you need to improve program delivery? 
Are program objectives clear? 

Please describe your experience?    
What’s helping/challenging your work?    
Are program activities being implemented as planned?    
What would you need to improve program delivery?    
Are program objectives clear?    

Please describe your experience? 
What are the opportunities/challenges to enhance the cultural program’s impact for artists/cultural producers? 
What are the opportunities/challenges to enhance the cultural program’s impact for residents? 
What are the opportunities/challenges to enhance the cultural program’s impact for neighbourhoods? 
Are program objectives clear? 

• Consider increasing year-round programming.• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for all stakeholders (Artists + Cultural Producers; Partners; The Public) to reference during programs – include program 
information; program expectations/roles; cross-program promotions; FAQs; etc.

• Consider developing baseline art and culture programming metrics for tracking and evaluation.
• Enhance programming quantity of equity-seeking Artists + Cultural producers.
• Simplify permitting experience
• Increase cross promotional opportunities to encourage participants to experience other cultural programs.
• Address experiences of racism and discrimination while participating in programs.

• Develop ‘How-To’ toolkits for all stakeholders (Artists + Cultural Producers; Partners; The Public) to reference during 
programs – include program information; program expectations/roles; cross-program promotions; FAQs; etc.

• Consider o�ering community engagement and outreach training for participants.
• Consider limiting programming to fully accessible spaces only.

• Consider o�ering community engagement and outreach training for participating artists + cultural producers

RESOURCES 
AND CAPACITY
FUNDING, STAFFING, HUMAN 
RESOURCES AND APPROPRIATE 
TOOLS

C

RELATIONSHIP 
BUILDING
DEVELOPMENT/MAINTENANCE OF 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ARTISTS, 
COMMUNITY PARTNERS AND OTHERS

A

B

OUTREACH 
MARKETING
DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF MARKETING MATERIALS 
(INCLUDING DIGITAL MEDIA); 
OUTREACH TO ARTISTS AND 
PARTNERS 

SPACES, 
VENUES & 
LOGISTICS
ASSISTANCE LOCATING AND 
ACCESSING VENUES/SPACE; 
LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR A+CP 
AND PARTNERS

D

KEY
 IMPROVEMENTS

QUESTIONS WE
SEEK TO ANSWER

Positive
relationships are

established

Public gains 
access to diverse 
arts experiences

Programs benefit
neighbourhoods by:

Transforms City spaces
(typically not used

for the arts)

Increased local
business activity

Increased
programming in

underserved
neighbourhoods

Programs benefit
neighbourhoods by:

Enhanced sense
of community

Programs benefit
neighbourhoods by:

Improved
Safety

Increased
capacity building

Feel programs
lack year-round
programming

Programs face
system challenges
such as policing

of racialized
communities

Permits
are challenging 

for artists

Public lacks
awareness of events,

arts and cultural
programs

(insufficient marketing and 
brand awareness)

Different
expectations on 
how outreach and

marketing are
conducted

Relationships
between artists +
cultural producers,

staff and City
divisions could be

improved

 Lack of
sufficient data
collection and

evaluation

Need to 
better engage
Indigenous
communities

Marketing
is 

successful

 Find conflicting
expectations

between artists +
cultural producers
and community

partners

“Sites for libraries are chosen based on 
conversations with the Toronto Public 
Library. Could LASOs help to choose 

spaces?”

“Venues need updated accessibility 
descriptions.”

“There is resistance from City sta� to 
host artists and arts programming.”

There is a
lack of accessible

venues

Indicate importance
of having trained,

diverse juries

Quality
of public engagement
is better/easier when

relationships with partners
are secured before

program starts

There is a lack of
awareness of funding

opportunities

Supports for
artists + cultural
producers are
insufficient

Many
artists and cultural

producers lack
outreach skills

Staffing
is insufficient

(lack of funding/
resources) and
retention is a

challenge

“Lack of continuity of summer sta� and those 
on contracts hinders the ability to create lasting 
relationships. These sta� are heavily invested in 
the development of the program and building 

rapport but unfortunately this is lost during the 
o�-season due to ‘lack of funding’.”

“It would be great to have a sta� 
member dedicated to community 

outreach and relations all  year round 
instead of just a few months.”

“Develops authentic relationships with 
community engagement and provides a 

platform for Artist.”

“Develops connections and networks.”

“Making connections with many di�erent 
groups and individuals (residents, Artist, 

business owners, arts and community 
groups, visitors/tourists, BIAs).”

“Personal relationship building with 
residents of each community.”

“The programs reimagine 
places and spaces as vibrant 

arts and culture hub.”

“There is a wide range of diverse 
artists and crafts represented.”

“Variety of art forms allow 
audiences to engage in the arts on 

their own terms.”

“Barriers to presenting work in public spaces 
are removed.”

“The programs allow Artist to think di�erently 
about city spaces in new ways.” 

“Brings arts programming to 
underserved areas which 

increased art access.”

“Help for artists to develop their practice 
and build art forms that are public and 

time-based.”

“Capacity building for artists.”

“Cultural Loops are a good resource for 

residents and promote local pride.”

“Reviews like this 
are needed!”

“Di�culty engaging some 
communities (such as Indigenous 
communities) for some projects.”

“We should be engaging 
Indigenous communities”

“Need for more physical outreach - email and 
handouts.”

“It could be confusing if there are two separate 
postings about the same event.” 

“There is a need for digital friendly 
advertisements.”

“The challenge is reaching (artists + cultural producers) to 
make sure (they) know that grants are available. I believe 

a lot of them don’t realize they have an opportunity to 
apply, and this limits their exposure. They need to know 

support is available!”

“Who represents the local neighbourhood? 
Who has asked the community if they 

actually want the programs in the 
community? Spotlight artist program was a 

result and response to public feedback.”

“Community relationships exist but I don’t 
think they’ve been fully realized.”

“Artist that are applying don’t have a lot of local 
knowledge and knowledge of local spaces.”

“Building authentic relationships and tapping 
into social infrastructure takes time, resources 

and commitment.”

“Impart artists with better marketing and 
outreach skills.”

“Don’t coach on marketing strategies but coach 
on community outreach strategies.”

“Some artists do a great job communicating 
with the community; some aren’t as good at 

active outreach...there is inconsistency.”

“The more diverse the 
room, the less space for 

exclusion.”

“With many leaders, no one holds 
the power and it can confuse 

things.”

“Start outreach sooner than 2-4 
weeks.”

STAFF 
INDICATE:

“Brightens dark 
spaces.”

There is limited
local involvement +

knowledge

“There are lots of people and artforms we would like 
to reach but can’t because people aren’t necessarily 
seeing the form of art they practice being funded by 

granting bodies.”

Need for more 
anti-oppression and 

anti-colonialism
training

“Communities fear around violence changed the 
(event’s) start time.”

“Audience members left the event because 
police came to watch and they felt intimidated.”

Programs benefit neighbourhoods by:

- Jury selection
- Screening applications for eligibility
- Adjudication
- Informing applicants of the results
- Mediating disputes
 

- Accounting
- Signing agreements
- Administration

- Responding to questions
- Answering logistic questions from artists + cultural producers
- Hosting informational sessions
- Mentoring/supporting potential applicants
- Manging method of data collection from surveys
- Keeping applications organized

- Responding to media inquiries
- Assisting  with local community outreach
- Managing volunteers
- Interacting with the public
- Ongoing check-ins to ensure project is on track
- Provide mentorship as appropriate 

- Acting as a resource + conflict management
- Ensuring agreements are upheld
- Interacting with artists + cultural producers and community partners
- Assisting with organizing event logistics
- Updating program managers
- Organizing/managing communications and cross promotion online  

- Follow up reporting
- Staying connected
- Maintain relationships
- Build o� momentum
- Continue to support neighbourhoods
 
 

- Promote legacy projects
- Ensuring artists submit reports
- Reporting to funders
- Public reports, audits+ evaluation

PHASE PRE-PROGRAM DURING-PROGRAM POST-PROGRAM
GOING THROUGH SELECTION PROCESS + 
ADMINISTERING FUNDING  

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, PROMOTING CULTURAL 
PROGRAMS + PRE-APPLICATION SUBMISSION

OVERSEEING PROJECT + 
WORKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS + PARTNERS 

IMPACT

ACTIONS

TASK

 Lack of funding results in poor quality 

STAFF

EVALUATION OF FIVE 
CITY OF TORONTO + 
TORONTO ARTS 
COUNCIL CULTURAL 
PROGRAMS

Image from “Cultural Hotspot 
Signature Project” in partnership with 
East End Arts (2017)

Photo by Kat Rizza
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